Genome Sequencing of Steroid-Producing Bacteria with Illumina Technology.
Illumina technology is widely used for bacterial whole-genome sequencing due to its simplicity, cheapness, reliability, and abundant software for manipulation with raw data. Illumina technology belongs to a second generation of whole genome sequencing that yields great amount of short reads for genome regions. Genomic DNA is fragmented to short pieces. DNA fragments are amplified for signal increasing, and are read using sequencing-by-synthesis. Millions of short reads up to 100-300 bp in length are assembled in continuous sequences. Mate-pair technology allows resolving a long repeat.Here, we describe the principles of standard and mate-pair library preparation from DNA samples, library quality control, sequencing with MiSeq instrument and following data bioinformatics treatment. Software for genome assembly and completion are listed that assemble, map, annotate, visualize, edit and allow doing other manipulations with genomic sequences. The whole genomes sequencing of the steroid-producing Actinobacteria using these protocols is exemplified.